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Executive Summary
A common theme amongst the UCaaS players is a desire to increase their bid/win ratios to secure
more seats on their platforms, without compromising on price to secure business. This white paper
shows how UCaaS Cloud providers can compete more effectively by having increased market
differentiation, with greater flexibility, and by offering advanced UC features and services in a timely
and cost-effective manner.
We will explore how UCaaS Cloud Providers can optimize their Cisco Hosted Collaboration Solution
platform to achieve these goals.
In recent years, Cisco Hosted Collaboration Solution (HCS) has dominated the large to medium-sized
enterprise cloud communications market. Cisco HCS is well-known for its rich feature set and is
therefore a popular choice for Providers who wish to offer compelling UCaaS services to more
demanding organizations.
When it comes to consuming UC services from the cloud, the larger the organization, the less likely it
is to have a standard set of requirements from a UCaaS model. Large organizations demand best-inclass features and high levels of service agility, as shown consistently in NoJitter’s Cloud
Communications Survey over the past 3 years.

Due to its dedicated architecture design (i.e. each Enterprise has its own PBX and UC applications in
the cloud), HCS can offer a richer set of features and dial plan logic that can be configured for each
organization’s needs; hence, with the potential to provide much greater agility.
This is as opposed to the alternative shared-architecture model (i.e. one large switch with one set of
configured features for all customers), which better suits the small enterprise market. Smaller
enterprises do not have the same level of sophisticated requirements that larger, geographically
distributed, more complex organizations have.
According to the 2018 Gartner UCaaS Magic Quadrant report, due to the breadth of its potential
capabilities, Cisco HCS is complex in its architecture and in the delivery of UCaaS services. Additionally,
the report lays out that a “one-size-fits-all” management layer approach does not always work well in
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the medium to large enterprise market. Most HCS Providers are operating their HCS platform as a
“one-size-fits-all” model and their UCaaS management layer is configured to implement this rigidity.
These HCS Providers have typically taken the view that they should “standardize” all the features and
not allow their enterprise customers any “agility” to lower risk and drive down their operating costs.
Ironically, Gartner’s UCaaS report points out that the shared architecture UCaaS Providers have placed
a higher priority on their management layer. While these providers tend to dumb-down the UCaaS
platform in terms of features, they are investing in highly advanced customer portals, workflow
automation and reporting tools to provide agility around the core services they offer.
The following paper describes how HCS Service Providers can maximize their competitiveness in the
UCaaS market for the large to medium enterprises by exploiting the underlying strengths of their VOSS
management solution to diversify their UCaaS offering in a highly controlled manner to significantly
increase their competitiveness and hence overall profitability. VOSS4UC is the most advanced UC
management suite and has been built specifically for the HCS dedicated architecture model, delivering
far greater levels of agility to end-customers.

Situation Analysis of the HCS Market Today
Back in 2010, Cisco created the HCS Solution Architecture by packaging its own UC applications with
management tools that had been created for the IP Centrex market; all within a heavily defined set of
design guidelines. Cisco took this approach as they wanted to lower the risk for Service Providers
wishing to enter the emerging cloud communications market. For its time, this strategy was very
successful. Cisco secured over 120 of the world’s leading Tier-1 Service Providers as HCS Partners.
However, in 2017 with the advent of the Spark initiative (now Webex Teams), Cisco HCS moved away
from an end-to-end, fully certified solution architecture to the Open Platform Architecture (OPA)
model. Under OPA, Cisco is now proposing that HCS Providers work directly with an eco-system of
management and application specialists, of which VOSS is clearly the most experienced in the UCaaS
market.
However, with the slow adoption of OPA by HCS Providers, we are starting to see a clear segmentation
in the HCS market:
•
•

The majority, who have not adopted OPA, continue to follow the standardized “one-size-fitsall” approach that Cisco HCS created over 7 years ago
A key number of leading HCS Providers, who are investing heavily in differentiating their HCS
UCaaS solutions have, because of adopting OPA, moved away from the highly standardized
Cisco default design and configuration to better address their market needs
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The Gartner 2018 UCaaS Magic Quadrant report shows evidence of this segmentation, with cautionary
warnings, such as, “Some Customers of this HCS Provider report insufficient support levels and
complex IT administration portals that are difficult to operate”.
Whereas, for one of the leading Shared Architecture UCaaS Providers, they report, “Customers report
multiple enhancements during the year including better user interfaces on the UC administration
portal, greater agility with integrating to third party systems such as ITMS/CRM, plus enhanced
analytics”.
The “standardized” HCS model inflicts a loss of opportunity for new features and agility that the
market is demanding. But more importantly, there has been less focus on each Provider’s unique
environment by the current top-down, end-to-end, “one-size-fits-all” approach.
By moving to OPA and adopting the latest VOSS agile management toolset, Providers can very
quickly change their operating model to deliver much more highly differentiated UCaaS offer.

The VOSS “Agile” HCS Management Solution
VOSS offers HCS Providers, who wish to drive a differentiated UCaaS solution in their market, an
alternative management regime; one that, we believe, will provide a much better outcome for their
UCaaS market competitiveness, especially for medium to large, complex organizations.
The concept is simple. Transition from the standardized HCS management model over to the more
efficient VOSS-4-UC framework architecture and you will better manage your environment and
market requirements, in terms of feature richness and agility.
In terms of agility, VOSS-4-UC changes the model from hard-coded UC element management to one
of software-defined, UC middleware. Just as the internet has moved to software-defined networks
(SDN), so too has VOSS enabled the move to SDUC (software-defined unified communications).
The key features of the new advanced, flexible VOSS-4-UC framework regime are, as follows:

Rich and Flexible Portal Options
•

Unlike most UC management platforms, VOSS doesn’t believe that a single portal can meet
the requirements across the wide variety of users. As such, VOSS provides a wide selection of
different portals, all connecting to VOSS-4-UC through the rich APIs, allowing each portal to
be dynamic (i.e. not hard coded) and easily customizable:
• For Voice Engineering Specialists – the Technical Admin Portal
Full feature parity and access to every parameter in the UCaaS applications and UC
network
• For Non-Technical Administrators – Business Admin Portal
Highly intuitive, business-focused, day-to-day management of all MACDs
• For Delivery Teams – Bulk Administration Portal
This allows for the sophisticated bulk loading of customer detailing sheets
• For Operations Teams, - Business Analytics and Reporting Portal
Providing trend analysis and customizable reports to help optimize services
• For End Users – Self-Service Portal
Providing users with the ability to self-manage their own services & devices
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Each Portal offers “role-based-access-control” allowing the Provider to fully control access rights.

Agility Plus Standardization
•

•

•

Traditionally, the only way to achieve a highly repeatable, low cost, UCaaS solution was to
standardize everything. Providers wanted to minimize custom settings, because they feared
that this would be much costlier to implement and maintain.
VOSS breaks this traditional understanding of the mutually exclusive objectives of agility (i.e.
rich features that are configured uniquely for the customer) versus standardization (i.e. fixed
feature set with a fixed configuration and highly limited flexibility … one-size fits all). With
VOSS, you can now achieve both.
Each customer can have their own unique set-up, tweaked for their requirements; but this
design can be “locked-down” within the software-defined VOSS middleware framework to
deliver
a
highly
repeatable
set
of
operational
processes.
As shown in the diagram below, the core framework no longer contains the key elements that
contribute to a more agile UCaaS orchestration platform:
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Much higher automation rates (across multiple vendors) more rapidly
•

•

•

•

•

The VOSS core framework is built to consume the APIs provided by UC applications. The
diagram below shows the VOSS-4-UC architecture which automatically links the UC
applications all the way through to the VOSS portals, which means that all features and
settings in an application can be exposed and managed through the range of VOSS portals
(feature parity and 100% automation).
VOSS also supports a full range of driver technology to ensure that “anything and everything”
can be included into a workflow process. A good example of this is the new Selenium Driver.
This technology allows VOSS to manage third party systems where an API doesn’t exist. VOSS
can trigger the Selenium driver to log into the application’s GUI and perform the necessary
steps in the workflow. So, nothing can stop VOSS from fully automating a complex, multisystem, multi-step task.
“If it moves, then automate it”. If there is a set of tasks that needs to be completed, then VOSS
delivers an end-to-end automation process. An example might be configuring a third-party
system (e.g. number inventory system) or setting up a special business rule (e.g. suspending
workers who go on long-service leave). These unique business requirements can now be
configured easily, rather than having to be hard-coded (i.e. created in days rather than
months).
These unorthodox workflow activities, traditionally, had to be manually performed because
they were either complex (i.e. not a standardized model), or didn’t have an API, or were the
responsibility of a separate organization. At VOSS, we understand that if you automate only
90% of an end-to-end process, you are not saving much time and effort as you still must
perform the 10% manually. The real benefit of UC automation comes from 100% automation;
which only VOSS can perform in the UCaaS market.
Number management is a great example. It is relatively easy to manage number inventory for
a single customer site, but as a Service Provider, you need to manage number ranges across
all countries, regions, channels and customers. Also, managing number ranges means that
session managers, gateways and trunks must also be maintained across the network. Only
VOSS provides the ability to reserve and allocate number ranges across the entire SP
hierarchy, as well as automating changes required across the network elements (in real-time).
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Create “easy to use” and repeatable wizards for complex processes
•

•

•

•

Complex, multi-step processes, such as “Move User to a new location” or “Replace Phone”,
where you must know the correct order of delete and re-adding of the User, their services,
devices and features, means much of the highly personal data (such as passwords, voicemail
settings, speed dials, number groups, SNR), are lost. This requires the User to have to re-enter
all their old data, much of which is time consuming or not easily remembered by the user.
In addition, organizations need highly trained engineers to perform these more complex,
multi-step, operational configuration processes (e.g. setting up gateways, or dial plan), which
are time consuming and error prone.
VOSS makes these complex processes easier by offering a customizable wizard that simplifies
the multi-step processes for non-technical staff; or, for highly technical processes (e.g.
gateway configuration), enables the engineers to have data options pre-defined for them, so
that they don’t need to go back and re-read all the complex design rules before performing
the configuration tasks.
An example of a multi-step wizard is shown below – “Add Subscriber”. This wizard provides a
single page to add the user, all their services, features and settings, plus all their devices,
plus even trigger a welcome email. Importantly, this wizard can be easily customized for
each customer to reduce options (i.e. fully default the process) or enable greater variation
by adding fields.
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More extendable integrations into IT systems
•

•

•
•

•

•

Automating the communication between IT systems, and the tasks or workflows those
systems perform, represents a significant opportunity for enterprises. Without integration
there is often the need for human middleware; people working between systems to keep
workflows moving to completion. System integration reduces errors, improves productivity
and speeds up processes and service time.
The concept of Communications Enabled Business Processes (CEBP) has been a well
understood requirement in the business communication market for many years and involves
integrating IT systems with the UC systems. On-premise PBX systems are frequently
integrated with the organization’s AD system and automatically remains in-sync for any
changes. However, in the UCaaS market, there has been great reluctance to allow integration
from the cloud collaboration platform to customer’s IT systems.
With the VOSS framework architecture, however, CEBP for individual customers becomes
relatively easy to implement in an HCS solution architecture. Let’s look at two examples:
Ticketing System - One way to integrate UC solutions into the overall IT system is to connect
to a ticketing system (such as ServiceNow). A ticketing system could be used to request
service changes for a phone or subscriber. VOSS can establish two-way communications with
this application and automate the complex workflow to complete the needed tasks, update
the ticket status and even send an email or text to the desired participants upon completion.
Zero-Touch Provisioning - Another integration option is the case of onboarding a new
employee. The employee may be added directly into an enterprise directory or into an HR
management system that interfaces with the directory. VOSS will establish two-way
communication with the directory, poll it at set intervals checking for new users and then,
based on the users’ location, title or special field, provision all the required business
communications applications, devices and services for the individual. Only the services
allowed based on their role will be provisioned. In this case, VOSS runs in a completely
automated fashion, so those performing the onboarding function don’t need training on the
tool. There is no need to change your existing onboarding process, other than removing the
overhead of manual provisioning.
The following diagram shows the VOSS Integration architecture, which includes talking to a
range of both Service Provider OSS/BSS systems and end-Customer IT systems.
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Fully integrated billing solution
•

•

•

VOSS-4-UC comes with a portfolio of service integration modules to support close
working with associated provider OSS and BSS systems. Within this portfolio, VOSS
Northbound Integration Module (NBI) offers integration with northbound systems for
billing and reporting purposes. NBI is a module for VOSS-4-UC and provides functions to
control the billing flow during initial customer provisioning, monitor for changes to
subscribers or their services once the customer is live, and issue real-time billing updates
(payloads) northbound for charging.
NBI runs as a separate appliance and provides this integration with northbound systems
through a near real-time RESTful API. This interface is used to transfer a billing payload
that contains information on subscribers and associated services and devices whenever
a change is made to the live system. Importantly, NBI can be tailored to the needs of
individual providers and their OSS/BSS systems through configuration of this billing
payload.
The following diagram shows the VOSS NBI to Billing System architecture.

Key Success Criteria
The key success criteria for a more flexible framework process will be a closer working relationship
between VOSS and the Service Provider; including:
• VOSS will work directly with the HCS Provider, allowing the Provider to benefit from VOSS’
wealth of industry experience and best practise knowledge in delivering an agile UCaaS
platform.
• VOSS operational specialists who currently work with Providers and understand their
environment are well equipped to collaborate with the Provider’s engineers to gather all
automation requirements and ensure that solutions to these requirements are included in the
design of the VOSS platform.
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•

•

•

VOSS UC management specialists will work with the Provider’s Service Delivery teams, to
gather requirements from new and existing customers, to customize their Dashboards,
Portals, Analytics and Workflow Automation Processes.
VOSS integration specialists will work with the Provider’s IT teams to help develop advanced
workflow integrations with a range of IT management systems, such as: ERP, CRM, ITSM, HR,
TEM. This provides real-time information sharing and event triggering to significantly improve
business processes for end-customers.
The Provider’s “test and staging” environment, which fully replicates the Provider’s production
environment, will be made available to the VOSS test organization to run their testing of the
new configuration and adaptations.

These success criteria will help to validate that the latest product release features will work optimally
within the Provider’s environment and ensure that product releases are delivered into production
faster and with fewer issues.
Better still, for those Providers who wish to make the investment in their own teams, there is an
adaptation certification process that VOSS can provide to their staff, which will enable Provider
Engineers to complete their own adaptations. This is the “icing on the cake” for Providers, as it means
that their engineers can become specialists in improving their processes and creating differentiation
strategies (e.g. attractive features for vertical industries), rather than investing their time performing
repetitive MACDs.

Benefits of the VOSS Agile Framework Approach
The major benefits from the VOSS agile framework and richer service offering are significant. Providers
who pursue this new regime will be more competitive and hence more successful in the growing
UCaaS market. But let’s look at two critical areas where HCS Service Providers are benefiting even
further.

Enabling Digital Transformation
VOSS enables Service Providers to offer new value-added services tied to the digital transformation
revolution many companies are now addressing.
Digital transformation has become a critical strategy for most organizations and presents Service
Providers with a massive opportunity beyond just providing carriage and basic UCaaS. Many of the
leading UCaaS providers are already positioning themselves as enabling digital transformation;
ironically many of these Providers are currently based on the BroadWorks platform (recently acquired
by Cisco). The ZK Research results on demand for digital transformation from medium to large
enterprises is shown below.
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However, digital transformation is much more of a journey than a destination. It involves integrating
new technologies into existing workflows, and then regularly updating or even radically changing
those workflows to better leverage the capabilities of new technologies within the organizational
process structure. Since workflows and technologies are continuously changing, digital transformation
should be viewed as an iterative, evolving process that continually responds to the market’s dynamic
nature.
Possibly because communications systems evolved from stand-alone solutions, they still use relatively
isolated administrative processes today. VOSS advanced UC automation tools on the other hand,
naturally support multiple systems and integrate communications with other business systems; linking
UC into the business’ operational processes (known as Communications Enabled Business Processes
– CEBP).
In this brave new CEBP world, when someone in HR triggers a new employee request, or a change
ticket is submitted into an ITMS system, automation kicks in to complete a raft of workflows. One or
more phone extensions are automatically provisioned, along with messaging services, conferencing
services, mobility services, workstream collaboration services, plus a range of relevant user devices
(desk, soft, smart devices); all configured automatically, based on the specific user-profile of the new
employee (i.e. user-centric and not “one-size fits all”). This process is completed in real-time, with no
human intervention other than for the original design templates set-up and optimization of the
automation process.
The competitive advantage for UCaaS Providers, the transformation part, comes from the VOSS
middleware tools and processes that surround these integrated UC-IT systems which ultimately
improves business processes. Communications automation can significantly help companies digitize
more efficiently but also realize gains in responsiveness, competitive advantage, and business agility.
All of which leads to higher growth and a stronger return on investment.
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And of course, the Service Provider benefits from higher revenue from the value-add services, and
most importantly, digital transformation means integration into the customer’s IT systems and hence
the barriers to exit are much higher.

Off-The-Shelf Solutions for Vertical Industries
VOSS enables Service Providers to create pre-packaged solutions for specific vertical industries.
Service Provider Account Teams are already segmented by industries and hence those teams are now
able to be pro-active when engaging with prospects.
Every other Service Provider is selling generic voice and UC, competing on price discounting. Systems
Integrators are selling services to customize the organizations IT/UC systems, at significant upfront
cost and much higher rates of ongoing maintenance for any changes. Whereas, the Agile HCS
Provider’s sales team is selling an off-the-shelf “solution” that already goes a long way to meeting the
core industry requirements, but without a massive integration cost and without a greater ongoing
maintenance. Further “tweaking” of the solution to meet any unique requirements is also possible,
but because of the agile framework, these customizations don’t drive up the support costs for the
Service Provider.
Marty Parker, one of the leading business communications analysts, recently published a series of blog
posts on the unique communications requirements vertical industries (focusing specifically on
Financial Services, Insurance, Manufacturing, Higher Education, Health, Government, etc.). This series
provides a truly amazing insight into each industry and the changes that are occurring, which in turn
is triggering a change in their approach to collaboration.
We strongly recommend all HCS Service Providers read this series. Once you do, you will never argue
that the “one-size-fits-all” model is going to be sufficient for your market in the future.
There are several common threads in this series:
• Each industry has its own unique “value-chain” and the communications functions need to
support the organizational processes and user profiles within their value chain; each of which
will have special requirements
• The communications strategy should be targeting breakthrough improvements in one or more
elements of the value chain. Here are two examples:
o The core communications functions for the wholesale distribution industry can
benefit from being tightly integrated to the CRM system and the ERP system, or
similar product, logistics, and billing systems
o The core communications functions of a health care delivery organization will be in
clinical and inpatient settings, tightly integrated to the electronic medical record
(EMR) system
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Digital Transformation and Vertical Industry Requirements

Note, the demand for pure PBX-based features is declining in many industries; with mobility and
workstream collaboration becoming much more important value-chain enhancing tools:
• Fixed Mobile Convergence becomes a strong differentiator for HCS Providers who operate
both high quality fixed and wireless networks.
• Hybrid Cloud service delivery and management becomes more relevant for certain industries,
along with multi-vendor for organization who want to combine Cisco UC services with Office
365 productivity tools.
For each of the above bullets, VOSS’ agile framework supports the rapid development of business logic
to create valuable event triggers and workflow to third party systems. FMC and Hybrid Cloud are also
prime examples of where the VOSS auto-generation of code from the application APIs will provide a
much richer and highly automated service delivery environment (at a much lower operating cost).
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A Case Study
Telstra is the leading Service Provider in Australia and is one of the world’s leading HCS Providers in
terms of customer-base and current run-rate. They have developed a world-class HCS practice and
they lead in most UCaaS markets where they compete for the medium to large enterprises.
Telstra are very clear about their desire to stay at the forefront of the HCS UCaaS market. They
recognized that the old Cisco HCS model (one-size fits all) was not working for them, and they also
well understood that the old standardized management process was not going to help them continue
to achieve a leading position in the market. In fact, it would potentially limit their ability to be more
aggressive in the market, as they were concerned about creating new features, configuration solutions
and adaptations that were not part of Cisco’s highly standardized HCS model.
As a result, Telstra made the decision to work directly with VOSS to create a better model, more suited
to their requirements and desire for market leadership. They wanted more frequent releases from
VOSS, driven by their market requirements, but with a faster time to market. Together, VOSS and
Telstra are now working together on a much more agile offering, as described in this paper. Telstra
engineers have undertaken the Adaptation Certification Training and are now creating their own
adapted workflows and are both increasing automation levels and better meeting their customer
requirements.
In addition, Telstra is now working closely with VOSS engineer in re-engineering IT processes in all
areas of the business, including:
• Day-1 Customer On-boarding optimization (including automated data migrations)
• Day-2 Customer Administration (including advanced top-down AD integration)
• Existing Strategic Customers and digital transformation opportunities
• Educating the Telstra Pre-Sales teams on the differentiation from Agile management
• Hybrid architecture integration (Webex Teams)
• Billing Integration
A good example has been the request for more autonomy from a large end-customer to allow the selfmanagement of their music on hold (MoH) file management. Each location had the need to load their
own unique MoH files and Telstra was able to rapidly create a simple portal to allow each location to
fulfil this requirement.
Telstra represents a major case study in the HCS open partner architecture (OPA) evolution and we
believe it will help to ensure that Telstra’s Cisco HCS service not only maintains its dominance in the
medium to large enterprise Australian market, but also grow its market share in the global market.
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Conclusion
Cisco HCS UCaaS Cloud providers an increasingly competitive market. This is being driven by many
new entrants, which in turn has been driven by the fact that cloud communication has become the
number one priority for the UC industry, validated by almost every research organization. The doubledigit growth in cloud communications is creating a massive wave of investment in the Global UCaaS
market.
However, it is a simple fact that most UCaaS players, who have focused their value proposition and
sales strategy on a UC cloud solution being more cost effective than an on-premise solution and where
they are competing on price alone, are not meeting the key requirements of the large enterprise
market. As discussed in the Introduction, the Nojitter.com industry research shows that the main
drivers for companies looking to move to the cloud is agility and not cost savings.
Enterprise communications agility simply cannot be delivered by a highly standardized UCaaS solution,
where every customer is expected to use the same standardized solution.
The Cisco HCS Architecture can deliver UCaaS with “agility” without increasing the cost to deliver
agility because it has two key advantages:
1. HCS is based on a “dedicated” infrastructure model, rather than a “shared” infrastructure
model. This means that each customer has its own set of feature rich UC applications and
these applications can be configured uniquely to fit each organization’s requirements
2. HCS is now based on an OPA management model (open partner architecture), which means
that Cisco no longer dictates and limits the integrated management stack. Each HCS Provider
can implement their own management systems and set up their own service offering.
As mentioned in the Situational Analysis, the above two points mean that HCS Providers now have a
choice. They can remain with the old HCS model, where everything is standardized (i.e. despite the
architecture advantages, Providers still operate their HCS platform as a “one-size-fits-all”). Or, they
can choose to move forward with an “agile” UCaaS model.
VOSS Solutions not only allows Providers to deliver on the above opportunity; it excels in this
environment allowing Providers to deliver a solution that more closely fits the underlying
requirements of their end customer prospects, thereby increasing their bid/win ratios and overall
competitiveness. A market analysis of the HCS Providers today shows that those HCS Providers who
are the leading players are utilizing VOSS Solutions for their OPA management and are delivering much
greater agility to their customers.

Next Steps
If you are an HCS Provider that would like to discuss this new HCS OPA regime, please get in touch:
info@voss-solutions.com. We welcome the opportunity to present this highly agile, UCaaS
management model to you and your customers.
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